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Background

Source: TUBS [CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)],

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:

Singapore_on_the_globe_(Southeast_Asia_centered).svg
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Singapore detail

Source: National Foreign Assessment Center, Central Intelligence Agency. [Public domain]https:
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Background

I 1819 first settlement in Singapore by the British East India
Company (Sir Stamford Raffles)

I 1858 direct English control
I English language of law and administration, and education.
I 1963/1965 independence
I Human Development Index (HDI) (2018 data/2019 report):

9th
(cf. Germany 4th, UK/US 15th, Jamaica 96th, Papua New
Guinea 155th)

I Population: 5,638,700 on 725.1 km2
Cf: Berlin: 3,748,148 on 891.1 km2
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I Official languages: English, Mandarin Chinese, Malay and
Tamil

I SSE and CSE Gupta (1994): an instance of diglossia
I Standard Singapore English
I Colloquial Singapore English [≈ Singlish]

I Singlish not homogeneous throughout Singapore (different
first languages/ethnicities)

I Ethnicities: Chinese majority, substantial Indian and Malay
minorities

I Since 1960: bilingualism policy in schools: English target
language, since 1987 English primary medium of
education

I Since 2000: ongoing campaign Speak Good English
Movement
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I Fergusonian diglossia

“Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which, in
addition to the primary dialects of the language (which may
include a standard or regional standards), there is a very
divergent, highly codified (often grammatically more complex)
superposed variety, the vehicle of a large and respected body
of written literature, either of an earlier period or in another
speech community, which is learned largely by formal
education and is used for most written and formal spoken
purposes but is not used by any section of the community for
ordinary conversation.” (Ferguson 1959: 336)
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Languages at home

Language Percent

English 36.9%
Mandarin 34.9%
Malay 10.7%
Tamil 3.3%
Others 14.2%

Table: Language used most frequently at home [Wikipedia]1

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singapore, accessed
2020-01-06
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Phonology and phonetics

I a syllable-timed rhythm (versus stress-timed in British
English)

I loss of vowel length contrasts: pool/pull [u], sports/spots
[O] , beat/bit [i], cart/cut [A]
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Morphology and syntax

I no be

(1) the younger ones ... all all right also lah (49) in
Deterding (2007, 52)

(2) a. What your dialect? Punjabi?
b. That boat very short one.
(9d,e) in Leimgruber (2013, 75)

I loss of articles in noun phrases

(3) She got house.
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particles

I lah

(4) a. a lot of things to do lah, so didn’t really enjoy the
three weeks there

b. I do enjoy talking to them at times lah, yah, er yup
but ... OK lah I guess

(5) a. Don’t worry lah!
b. Stop, don’t pose lah!
c. It was just like that, lah.
d. He was running all over the shop, lah.
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More particles

Figure: Gupta 1992:37 Scale of assertiveness, taken from
Leimgruber (2013, 85) 11 / 17



kena

(6) a. The thief kena caught
b. The durian kena eaten already
(4) in Bao and Wee (1999)

(7) a. The thief kena catch by the police
b. The durian kena eat by him already
(5) in Bao and Wee (1999)

(8) a. *John kena praised by his boss
b. *Mary kena liked by her tennis partner
(10) in Bao and Wee (1999)

kena-passive (from Malay ’to suffer’)
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Invariant question tag

(9) he think I want to listen to his story is it?
(65) in Deterding (2007, 56)

(10) It doesn’t really matter what they think so much of you
if you have a clear conscience isn’t it?
(66) in Deterding (2007, 56)
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pro drop

(11) so only tried one or two dishes, didn’t really do much
cooking
(74) in Deterding (2007, 59)

(12) because during ... school time hardly had time to watch
any movies
(76) in Deterding (2007, 59)
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Relative clauses

(13) a. The man who do camera one not yet come. Can
come back later?

b. When you see the church got stained glass one,
you turn right.

c. That man wear red shirt one Keng’s cousin from
Ipoh. You ever met him?

d. The cake John always buy one very nice.
e. I prefer the pen can put refill one.
= (2) in Alsagoff and Lick (1998)

(14) That boy pinch my mother one very naughty. [CSE]
= (3) in Alsagoff and Lick (1998)

(15) Nie
pinch

wode
my

mama
mother

de
RP

neige
that

nanhaizi
child

hen
very

huaidan.
naughty

[Mandarin]

‘That boy who pinched my mother is very naughty.’
= (5) in Alsagoff and Lick (1998) 15 / 17



Various

(16) [lack of inflection]
a. If he have like a rubber plantation or something.
b. We can at least spend three days two night in a

hotel which only cost thousand plus.
= 5a,e in Leimgruber (2013, 72)

(17) Existential got
In Malay culture group theres a lot of branches like
that, er dance, then got silat, which is martial arts.
= (12c) in Leimgruber (2013, 78)
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Reduplication

I extensive use of reduplications (with different functions)

(18) Then as YukLum suggested we went to Singapore
River to walk walk.
(60) in Deterding (2007, 55)

(19) Im the kind who is buddy buddy person.
(61) in Deterding (2007, 55)
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